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SIMPLE IS BETTER – ISSUE -14 – DEMERGER   
 

We have seen many companies are separating their business division to the different entities and many times, 

those different entities are getting managed differently.  We also consider such step of the management as a 

shareholder-friendly and value creation for the shareholders of the company. 

In this issue, I am going to explain what demerger is and how it can impact on the financial of a company? 

Demerger – 

"Demerger is the business strategy wherein company transfers one or more of its business undertakings to 

another company. In other words, when a company splits off its existing business activities into several 

components, with the intent to form a new company that operates on its own or sells or dissolve the unit so 

separated, is called a demerger." – Business Jargons 

“A de-merger is a corporate restructuring in which a business is broken into components, either to operate on 

their own, to be sold or to be liquidated.” – Investopedia  

So that, companies have a different business into the one entity and company wants to separate those different 

businesses to the different entities which are known as a demerger. 

 

When company separate businesses to the different entities, such as company have separated business -3 to the 

new entity name as XYZ Ltd. Now, XYZ Ltd. (Business-3) works as an independent entity. 

 

Process of demerger 

 Whether the article of association has authorization or not. If not then company need to pass a special 

resolution. 

 Preparation of scheme of demerger 

 Demerged company and resulting company both have to apply to the court 

 Filing scheme with the stock exchange 

 Court release notice 

 The company need to arrange a meeting with the creditors, shareholders 
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 The company has to file result of meeting to the court 

 Petition to the court for approving demerger 

 Obtain approval from the court for demerger 

 Notice to Stock Exchange for Record Date to determine eligibility to receive shares of the Resulting 

Companies and voluntarily give advertisement of the Record Date in National Dailies (30-day notice) 

 Prepare Information Memorandum (IM) 

 Compliance with clause 49 for prerequisite for Listing 

 File Information Memorandum with BSE and NSE 

Why demerger? 

 Focus on core business 

 Attract investors 

 Improve valuation 

 Family settlement 

 For Regulation  

 Improve financial performance (Separating assets light business from asset-heavy business, cleaning up 

balance sheet) 

Impact of demerger to the financial aspects 

1) Transfer of borrowings 

The company has a different business segment and for one of the business, Segment Company has taken a 

huge debt so demerger of that division will reduce debt and debt of the segment get a transfer to the 

demerged company for which company has taken a debt. 

 
It might be possible that strong business does not require a debt but due to the other business segment 

which requires debt and both are into the one company; strong business also has to stay under the interest 

burden. Demerge from high debt business segment will reduce interest burden for low or no debt business 

segment. 

2) Transfer of assets 

When Company has a more than one business segment then the company has bought different assets for all 

the different business segment. So demerger of the business segment will also get a transfer of assets to the 

company. 
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Sometimes, one of the business segment is asset light and another segment is an asset-heavy so that asset-

light business has a depreciation burden due to operating into the one company with asset-heavy business 

segment. Demerge from asset-heavy business segment will reduce depreciation for the asset-light business 

segment.  

3) Transfer of shareholders fund 

The company has two different business segments and company decided to demerge one of the business 

segment then the company has to transfer shareholders fund which is pertaining to the business is going to 

demerge. Sometimes, it might be possible that one of the business segment has accumulated losses and that 

has a negative impact on the shareholder's fund of the strong business also.  

4) Improvement to the profitability  

a) EBITDA 

Many times, the company has a different segment from which few are generating losses which has a 

negative impact on the EBITDA and due to the demerger of loss-making division, we can have better 

visibility of the EBITDA and can see the profit which is generated by the company. Or company has a 

good EBITDA but due to the segment of the loss-making parent company EBITDA is get hidden to the 

losses so that demerger of the profit-making unit can provide proper visibility to the company's EBITDA. 

 
b) EBITDAM (%) 

As EBITDA of the company gets an improvement then it will impact to the improvement of EBITDAM (%). 
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c) Profit After Tax 

Many a time, company having a different segments from which few are generating losses on the net 

profit level or segment having a huge debt & interest burden brings entire company to the loss level or 

segment has a higher assets & higher deprecation brings losses to the entire company which has a 

negative impact on the entire net profit. And due to the demerger of the loss-making division, we can 

have better visibility of the net profit and can see the profit which is generated by the company. 

 
Now, due to demerger PAT of the division which is generating profit is get visible and get valued 

differently. Also, profit can be useful for the further growth of the company and for the reward to the 

shareholders. 

d) PATM (%) 

As Net profit of the company gets an improvement then it will impact the improvement of PATM (%). 
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5) Improvement of the per share value of the company 

a) EPS 

Company demerges a segment of the company which is generating a loss which improves the net profit 

and which has a direct impact to the EPS of the company. 

 
Due to the demerger, EPS which is not visible on the account of losses to other division is visible now. 

b) Book Value 

Many a times company has a segment which has a huge debt and generating losses, so demerges of that 

segment will improve the book value of the company also. 

6) Improvement of the return ratio 

a) ROE (%) 

Due to the demerger of the loss-making segment from the profit-making company or demerger of the 

profit-making segment from the loss-making company will improve the return on equity. 
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b) ROCE (%) 

Due to the demerger of the loss-making segment from the profit-making company or demerger of the 

profit-making segment from the loss-making company will improve the return on Capital Employed. Also, 

many a time due to the demerger, a debt of the company get a transfer to the other company which 

reduces the total capital employed to the company and leads to the improvement to the ROCE (%). 

 
c) ROA (%) 

Due to the demerger of the loss-making segment from the profit-making company or demerger of the 

profit-making segment from the loss-making company will improve the return on equity. Many a time, 

the company has an asset-heavy business and assets light business both combined into the one company 

so that visibility of the accurate Return on Asset will get impacted. So demerger of both segment will 

result in the improvement of the return on assets. 
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7) Improvement of the cash conversion cycle 

The company has a segment which has a higher cash conversion cycle so demerger of that segment or 

demerger of lower cash conversion cycle business from the company will improve the entire cash conversion 

cycle of the company. 

 
8) Improvement to the Cash Flow from Operating activities 

Different business segments are operated under the one company then it might be possible that one segment 

is not performing well and have a facing problem such as lower profitability, incurring losses, higher working 

capital requirement, etc. In other business segment does not face such problems and generating good cash 

flow then the company needs to demerge both the businesses otherwise strong cash flow will be going to 

utilize by the other segment and shareholders and strong business will not get any benefits.  

 
Company demerge from the above company 
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9) Improvement to the Free Cash Flow 

Different business segments are operated under the one company then it might be possible that one segment 

requires a higher capital expenditure for growing and sustaining a business so that generated strong cash 

flow from one of the business segment is keeps on getting utilized by the capital intensive business segment 

which resulted to the least or no free cash flow for the company. Due to such scenario, the company might 

have to bring external funding also to support capital intensive business so that other strong business also 

suffer to stay within the same company. 

 
Company demerge from the above company 

 
10) Improvement to the valuation 

Valuation of the company gets improves due to the improvement to the financial. As return ratio, 

profitability, and quality of balance sheet of the company get improve then valuation also will be improved. 

I have explained the first example below where we can see that business having a good performance but it 

was operated with the business which has a troublesome period so that value of combined entity was 

Rs.11500 crore of Enterprise value whereas if we value both the business differently than a capital intensive 

business should get approx. value of Rs. 3300 crore of EV and asset-light business should get approx. value 

of Rs.9600 crore of EV, so the total value can be Rs.12900 crore. Asset light business does not require to 

make a huge Capex which will be resulted in good free cash flow and good market position which resulted in 

further growth. After the demerger currently combined the value of both the companies is at Rs.18725 crore 

of EV.  

I have explained a third example where company getting a lease revenue from the plant and does not 

requires to make any Capex further which generate strong free cash flow so that it should be valued at a rate 

of AAA bond (consider 9%) so that value of the company should be approx. Rs.500 crore and which was 

available at approx. Rs.300 crore. 
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Examples of the demerger of Indian Companies – 

The company has a two business - One is the capital intensive business and other is assets light business  
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The company has a two business - One is the capital intensive & low margin business and other is assets light 

business with higher return ratio 
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One of the business has become self-reliant then the company has decided to demerge it. Remaining business 

has not the involvement of huge expenses and Capex further, it has only having a rental income. 

 

 

 

The company has a good free cash flow but it was getting utilized for the development of other business. As other 

businesses become self-reliant then the company has demerger that health care business, so remaining lease 

business does not have any huge expenses and remain with the good free cash flow.  

The company has a different nature business which is difficult to evaluate - one business is of Finance and other 

is of manufacturing. Or one business is of real estate and one business is of the retail segment. Such kind of 

companies also involves into the demerger for unlocking the value of shareholders, easy to understand financial, 

core focus on the business etc. 
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